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§0

Summary

Depending on the level of transitivity, the mediopassive forms of the perfect stem can be
divided into two groups: low transitivity verbs with middle content and high transitivity verbs
with passive content. Between these two semantic poles, there is a flowing zone of transition.
Summarized, one function of the mediopassive perfect stem, as was to be expected, is to
express a higher level of subject relevance. In addition, a tendency to a metaphorical meaning
can be observed. In Ancient Greek, the new perfect stem category ‚mediopassive‘ offers a
wider range of meanings than the other temporal stems.

§1

Preliminaries

According to the communis opinio, there is a certain semantic affinity between the categories
of ‚perfect‘ and ‚middle‘ concerning a higher level of subject relevance or an increased
affectedness of the subject. Since the opposition between perfect active and perfect
mediopassive in Ancient Greek is a secondary one and the mediopassive endings are
originally incompatible with the perfect stem, the question of the semantic difference between
active and mediopassive perfect forms in the Homeric epics is an obvious one. Besides, the
Homeric perfect stem forms are supposed to have kept the semantic value of the IndoEuropean perfect to a high degree.
The present study attempts to find an answer to this question by means of a contrastive
analysis of all perfect forms attested both with active and mediopassive endings in ‚Iliad‘ and
‚Odyssey‘. The forms in question are the following ones:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

beblhßkei / beßblhtai ‚throws; hits‘
bebrvkvßw / bebrvßsetai ‚devours‘
eögrhgoßrjasi / eögrhßgorje ‚awakes‘
eödhdvßw / eödhßdotai ‚eats‘
eäoika / häikto ‚is alike, is similar‘
katerhßripen / eöreßripto ‚tears down‘
kekorhoßte / kekorhßmeja ‚satiates‘
leßloipen / leßleiptai ‚leaves‘
eämmore / eiÄmarto ‚receives as share‘
memhßlei / meßmbleto ‚is matter of care‘
oörvßrei / oörvßretai ‚gets moving‘
teteuxvßw / teßtuktai ‚makes, manufactures‘
tetihoßtew / tetihmeßnow ‚is saddened‘
pefeußgoi / pefugmeßnow ‚flees‘
eäfjien / eäfjitai ‚perishs‘

II
II
III
II
I
II
I
II
II
I
I
III
I
I
III

act.
13
3
1
1
161
1
1
4
4
15
42
1
6
6
1

m.-p.
33 [34]2
13
3
1
5
1
4
16
3
3
3
85 [86]
8 [9]
4
5

notes
perfect only
no aorist
no aorist

no aorist

perfect only
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The material for the present study is part of my MA thesis, written under the supervision of Prof. Heinrich
Hettrich, Würzburg. The final version has benefited from the support of Prof. Dr. García Ramón, Prof. Dr.
Heinrich Hettrich, Antje Casaretto, Daniel Kölligan and Dejan Matić, whom I thank for careful reading and
helpful comments. I would also like to thank Inge Molitor and Britt Temme for correcting my English.
2
Atethized records in brackets.
3
Only future perfect.
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Total number of records:

258

175 [178] 433 [436]

fig. 1
An analysis aiming for a functional distinction deals with the semantic content of the verbal
forms. Therefore purely formal questions will not be taken into consideration.
Similarly, metrical reasons for the use of an active versus a mediopassive ending are
neglected as long as functional reasons can be found. The hypothesis of metrical variations
being the reason for the choice of endings [cf. latest Latacz (2000), et.al.] is quite popular, but
at least for the verbs iödeiqn and oÖraqsjai, Bechert (1964) has shown that there is a semantic
difference between active and mediopassive endings in the Homeric epics. Yet, it must be
emphasized that records of the mediopassive perfect stem in contrast with active stem forms
of the same verb are quite rare and that some of these mediopassive forms are attested in the
Homeric epics but not in the prose of Herodot, like meßmbleto and oörvßretai. Nevertheless,
they may be taken into account for this analysis, because it is hardly conceivable that Homer
could create forms which are not fitting within the pattern of the voice system underlying the
epic language, irrespective of their being ‚sprachwirklich‘ or not (i.e. metrically conditioned
‚Augenblicksbildungen‘).

§2

Analysis

In the first step, the relevant verbs were divided into two groups according to the level of
semantic transitivity à la Hopper / Thompson4. The verbs with problematical attestation5
were left out of consideration (cf. group III in fig.1, i.e. eögrhgoßrjasi / eögrhßgorje, teteuxvßw /
teßtuktai and eäfjien / eäfjitai).
I.

active / middle opposition (verbs with which the formal opposition between active
and mediopassive endings correlates with the semantic opposition between active vs.
middle):
eäoika / häikto, kekorhoßte / kekorhßmeja, memhßlei / meßmbleto, oörvßrei / oörvßretai,
tetihoßtew / tetihmeßnow and pefeußgoi / pefugmeßnow.

II.

active / passive opposition (verbs with which the formal opposition between active
and mediopassive endings correlates with the semantic opposition between active vs.
passive):
beblhßkei / beßblhtai, bebrvkvßw / bebrvßsetai, eödhdvßw / eödhßdotai, katerhßripen /
eöreßripto, leßloipen / leßleiptai and eämmore / eiÄmarto.

In some cases, it is difficult to decide whether the mediopassive forms reflect a middle or a
passive content, since the passive is in a way an extreme case of middle content: middle and
passive both show affectedness of the subject (A) by the verbal action. In the middle function
[fig. 2], the subject (A) contributes more to the realization of the situation than an optional 6
4

Hopper / Thompson (1980: 252ff.) define transitivity by the following parameters: participants, kinesis, aspect,
punctuality, volitionality, affirmation, mode, agency, affectedness of the object, individuation of the object.
5
For eögrhgoßrjasi / eögrhßgorje no difference between ‚wakes up‘ and ‚is woken up‘ is relevant in the
Homeric epics and can therefore not be classified. teteuxvßw / teßtuktai has just one active attestation in the
perfect stem, which has passive content as two Myc. forms (te-tu-ko-wo-a2 PY Sa 682 and te-tu-ko-wo-a KN L
871.b) confirm for an earlier state. An opposition of eäfjien / eäfjitai would presuppose the interpretation of
eäfjien as a perfect, as proposed by García Ramón (1990: 13ff.).
6

As Prof. Duhoux remarked, the participant (B) does not necessarily have to be mentioned in both cases, middle
as well as passive (cf. figures).
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participant (B), while in the passive function [fig. 3] an optional participant (B) has more
influence on the realization [see also Hettrich (1990: 57f.)].

fig. 2

fig. 3

fig. 4

fig. 5

Voice can be presented as follows:

In order to outline the hypothesis of a semantic difference between active and mediopassive
endings in the perfect stem in a short paper, I have to restrict myself to some examples. So the
fact that the attestation [cf. fig.1] all in all is not very good, can not be compensated by a
convincing picture of the whole in this place.7
In the heterogeneous group I, each analyzed verb expresses a different kind of subject
relevance depending on the meaning of the verb as well as on the choice of the temporal stem
and the verbal ending. Therefore two verbs have been chosen (memhßlei / meßmbleto and
oörvßrei / oörvßretai) to illustrate the similarities as well as the differences [cf. (1) — (7) and (8)
— (13)]. As already mentioned, the semantic difference between the forms with active and
mediopassive endings is sometimes hard to find within group I. Nevertheless, a (minimal)
opposition can be detected in an increased amount of subject relevance. With the verbs of
group II on the other hand, a (maximal) opposition between active and mediopassive endings
can be identified in active versus passive usage. One well-attested verb (beblhßkei / beßblhtai)
will suffice to demonstrate this [cf. (14)ff.]. The examples chosen are also meant to illustrate
the flowing transition between the groups. A strict division is not possible [cf. fig. 5]. The
whole range of voice may be represented by the following figure:
FORM:

active

CONTENT:

active

mediopassive
middle

passive

7

The analysis of all verbs in question is available at
http://www.uni-koeln.de/phil-fak/ifs/institut/alexandramagist.pdf
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fig. 6
I.

Active / middle opposition:

I.1.

memhßlei (15x) / meßmbleto (3x)8

In the Homeric epics, three different constructions are attested for memhßlei vs. meßmbleto.
I.1.1. Active perfect stem
(A) The perfect stem has an impersonal active construction in common with the present and
future stem. The subjects are unspecific9 neuter plural forms in all cases attested (like toßssa,
ta? paßnta, tauqta, eärga, aälla); the experiencer can optionally be added in the dative:
(1)

ouö xrh? pannußxion euÄdein boulhfoßron aändra,
vWi laoiß t' eöpitetraßfatai kai? toßssa meßmhlen.
‚It is not right that a counselor sleeps the whole night through
whom a host is entrusted to and who has to care for so many things.‘(B 24-25)

(2)

ta? d' eömhq# fresi? paßnta meßmhlen.
‚But all this does worry me in my heart.‘ (z 65)

(B) The second group is made up of three attestations of a personal participle construction
(active). Here, the experiencer is the subject. This construction appears only in the perfect
stem:
(3)
bhq de? met' §Idomenhqa, meßga ptoleßmoio memhlvßw.
‚... and followed Idomeneus, thinking a lot of battle.‘ (N 297, N 469)
(4) oÄw rÖ' eön /Ulhi naißeske meßga ploußtoio memhlvßw,
‚... who lived in Hyle, taking great care of his wealth.‘ (E 708)
I.1.2. Mediopassive perfect stem
(C) Yet another construction is attested in the perfect stem only three times. Here, the
impersonal middle construction has a specific subject in the singular:
(5)

hQ nuß toi ouökeßti paßgxu meta? fresi? meßmblet' §Axilleußw;
‚Don't you [Athene] care no more in your thoughts of Achill?‘(T 343)

(6) meßmbleto gaßr oiÖ teiqxow eöudmhßtoio poßlhow,
‚... for he was worried about the wall of the well-built city ...‘ (F 516)
8

Attestation:
Perfect active: meßmhle 3x (B 25, B 26, m 116), meßmhlen 5x (E 876, I 228, T 213, e 67, z 65), memhßlh#
2x (D 353, I 359); perfect participle active: memhlvßw 3x (E 708, N 297, N 469); past perfect active:
memhßlei 2x (B 614, a 151); perfect mediopassive: meßmblet'(ai) 1x (T 343); past perfect mediopassive:
meßmbleto 2x (F 516, x 12); present stem: -e-/-o-present (30x active, 1x mediopassive); future stem: s-future
(14x active, 1x mediopassive).
9
The terminology unspecific vs. specific is not very well chosen. Having to deal with the records I just didn't
come up with a better classification. On the other hand, the fact that the unspecifics are always neuter plural
forms while the specifics appear in the singular supports my interpretation.
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(7)

foßnow deß oiÖ ouök eöni? jumv#q
meßmbleto.
‚... death though was not in his thoughts.‘ (x 11-12)

The middle construction (C) differs from the active construction (A) - well-attested in all
temporal stems - mainly in the quality of the subjects: Achilles in (5), the wall (decisive for
life and death) in (6) and death itself in (7) are consistently different from the unspecific
neuter plural subjects of construction (A) [cf. (1) and (2)]. The experiencer affected by the
verbal action is added in the dative.
The participle construction (B) differs from both (A) and (C) in that it maps the experiencer
onto the subject, whereas in (A) and (C), the subject role is carried by the stimulus, the
experiencer being demoted to the status of a dative adjunct:
(B):
(A), (C):

subject = experiencer
subject = stimulus
indirect object = experiencer

In comparison to the other temporal stems, the perfect stem possesses a wider range of
possible constructions. This results in a wider range of usage: While (B) allows a change of
focus compared to (A), the difference between (A) and (C) is not only marked by the ending
chosen, but also in the quality of the subject. Thus, the middle construction implies a higher
level of subject relevance.
act.
pres.
fut.

(A) impersonal
standard construction
[meßlei (moi)]

perf.

(A) impersonal
construction with
unspecific subject
cf. (1), (2)

med.pass.

(C) impersonal
construction with
specific subject
cf. (5), (6), (7)
[meßmbleto (moi)]

(B) pers. participle constr.
cf. (3), (4)
[memhlvßw]
fig. 7
I.2.

oörvßrei (42x) / oörvßretai (3x)10

10

Attestation:
Perfect active: oärvre 3x (H 374, H 388, L 658), oärvren 8x (B 797, G 87, L 530, M 384, M 361, N
122, O 400, V 107), oörvßrh# 6x (I 610, K 90, L 477, P 633, X 388, s 133); past perfect active: vörvßrei
1x (S 498), oörvßrei 24x (B 810, D 436, D 449, J 59, J 63, I 573, L 500, M 177, M 289, N 169, N
540, P 267, R 384, R 397, S 493, V 512, e 294, j 380, i 69, k 122, l 600, m 315, v 48, v 70);
perfect mediopassive: oörvßretai 2x (t 377, t 524); oörvßrhtai 1x (N 271); present stem: nu-present (12x
active, 48x mediopassive); future stem: s-future (1x active), asigmatic future (1x mediopassive); aorist stem: saorist (69x [70x] active, 13x middle), reduplicated aorist (7x active), root aorist (59x middle).
5

The diachronic unity of the mediopassive forms (like oörvßretai) and the active ones (like
oörvßrei) was discussed by Rix (1965), who analyzed the mediopassive forms as a perfect stem
of oörißnv and no longer - like the active perfect stem forms - as belonging to oärnumi. In his
view, oärnumi describes a rotation, while oörißnv points to a translatorical movement. But even
though this diachronic analysis seems to be quite fitting for the Homeric corpus, the forms in
question synchronically display an opposition of active and middle content. The choice
between active and mediopassive endings depends on how much the subject is involved into
the verbal action, as shown by the following analysis:
I.2.1. Active perfect stem
(D) The intransitive meaning in the present, future and aorist stems is expressed by
mediopassive endings, while it is the active endings that perform this function in the perfect
stem. The subjects of all these constructions belong to the semantic fields of ‚war‘ and
‚noise‘, but also ‚night‘ and ‚dust‘ occur:
(8)

muqjon §Alecaßndroio, touq eiÄneka neiqkow oärvren.
‚... the word of Alexander, because of whom the fight has arisen (and is here
now).‘ (G 87, H 374, H 388)

(9)

oiÖ d' aälloi maßrnanto, boh?
boh d' aäsbestow oörvßrei.
‚But the others were fighting (on) and inextinguishable cry (had arisen and)
was there.‘ (N 169 u.a.)

(E) A special case of the active perfect stem usage has the subject ‚knee‘. Five examples like
the following are attested:
(10)

oäfr' aün eögvß ge
zvoiqsin meteßv kaiß moi fißla goußnat' oörvßrhi.
‚... so long as I am
among the living and my knees are moving.‘ (X 387-388)

In contrast to (D), an experiencer is involved in the verbal action. The dativus (in)commodi11
moi as well as fißla, functioning as a possessive pronoun, point to the affectedness of the
experiencer. The obviously increased subject relevance would expect the use of a
mediopassive ending, but these examples seem to belong to a zone of transition, where both,
active and mediopassive endings can be used.

I.2.2.

Mediopassive perfect stem

There are just three attestations of the mediopassive perfect stem. Despite this, two (different)
cases of the middle perfect usage are attested:
One example (F) occurs with the subject neiqkow poleßmoio (N 271):
(11)aölla? meta? prvßtoisi maßxhn aöna? kudiaßneiran
11

An interpretation as genitive is also possible, cf. Meier-Brügger (1986).
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iÄstamai, oÖppoßte neiqkow oörvßrhtai poleßmoio.
oio
‚But among the first in man-honouring battle
I take my stand, each time a battle's fight has arisen (and is there).‘
(N 270-271)
It can be contrasted with examples including the simple subject neiqkow like (8), which is
always constructed with active endings as grouped under (D). This comparison shows that the
subject neiqkow poleßmoio in (11) expresses an intensification or concretization caused by the
genitive. The syntactic iteration initiated by oÖppoßte has to be mentioned in this context, too.
All in all, this special case of middle perfect shows a higher level of subject relevance in
terms of iteration/intensification. Since the subject is neither animated, nor in a special way
characterized, this example semantically seems to be, on a semantic scale, somewhere
between the scope of active and mediopassive endings.
(G) Finally, two examples are attested with the subject jumoßw (t 377 and t 524):
(12)

eöpeiß moi oörvßretai eändoji jumo?w
khßdesin.
‚.... for my heart inside is stirred by sorrow ...‘ (t 377-378)

(13) vÜw

kai? eömoi? dißxa jumo?w oörvßretai eänja kai? eänja,
‚... so my heart, too, is twice moved to and fro (in doubt) ...‘ (t 524)

As already mentioned above, in the case of meßmbleto, the middle perfect adds the
experiencer in the dative and is characterized by an increased subject relevance.
When these four groups of examples are arranged along a scale, the opposite poles are
occupied by (D) and (G): the active perfect stem with low subject relevance in (D) and the
mediopassive perfect stem with high subject relevance. Between these poles, (E) and (F)
constitute a zone of transition, i.e. the choice of the active ending in (E) and the mediopassive
ending in (F) seems optional. The functions of ‚perfect‘ and ‚middle‘ are overlapping.

act.

med.pass.

tr.

intr.

other
temporal
stems
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perf.

(D)
perfect of the
reached
state
(8), (9)

(E)
moi fißla
goußnat'
oörvßrhi
(10)

(F)
neiqkow
poleßmoio
(11)

(G)
middle perfect
with increased
subject relation
(12), (13)

zone of transition between
‚perfect‘ and ‚middle‘
fig. 8
As the figure shows, the intransitive mediopassive of the non-perfective temporal stems
semantically covers the whole range of the perfect stem. Due to its greater morphological
variety, the perfect stem offers the possibility of further differentiation (cf. also memhßlei vs.
meßmbleto): The mediopassive set of endings (depending on the quality of the subject)
expresses a higher level of relevance to the subject. Again a pronoun in the dative represents
the one being affected by the verbal action.
The transition between the active perfect stem with a weak subject (D) and the
mediopassive perfect stem with a strong subject (F) is a flowing one. In the zone of transition
[(E), (F)], the functions of ‚middle‘ and ‚perfect‘ are quite similar.
II.

Active / passive opposition:

The third and well-attested example, beblhßkei (13x) / beßblhtai (33x),12 represents the
group of verbs in which a morphological opposition of active versus mediopassive is
combined with a semantic opposition of active versus passive content.
The verb baßllv has two constructions: baßllv1 ‚throw‘ with the accusative of
‚missile‘ and a local specification and baßllv2 ‚hit‘ with the accusative of ‚target‘ and the
dative of ‚missile‘. According to Luz Conti (1996), both refer to one single reality. 13 As the
meaning of baßllv she proposes ‚alcanzar por lanzamiento‘.
II.1.

Active perfect stem

(H) The active perfect stem beblhk- is only attested with the meaning of baßllv2 ‚hit‘ with
the accusative of ‚target‘ and the dative of ‚missile‘ in a concrete-martial meaning:
(14)to?n me?n Mhrioßnhw, oÄte dh? kateßmarpte divßkvn,
beblhßkei glouto?n kata? decioßn:
‚Him Meriones, when he - running after him - caught up,
hit his right buttock.‘ (E 65-66)
12

Attestation:
Perfect active: beblhkoi 1x (J 270); past perfect active: beblhßkei 11x (D 108, D 492, E 66, E 73, E
394, M 401, C 412, R 606, x 258, x 275, x 286), beblhßkein 1x (E 661); perfect mediopassive: beßblhai
3x (E 284, L 380, N 251), beßblhtai 5x (E 103, L 660, L [662], P 25, P 27), beblhßatai 3x (L 657,
l 194); mediopassive perfect participal: beblhmeßnow 6x (L 592, L 809, L 822, N 212, l 535, t 69),
beblhmeßnon 7x (L 475, L 612, L 650, L 664, M 2, C 63, P 819), beblhmeßnoi 4x (L 659, L 826, N
764, P 24), bebolhmeßnow 2x (I 9, k 247); past perfect mediopassive: beßblhto 1x (m 423), beblhßato 2x
(C 28, h 97), bebolhßato 1x (I 3); present: -n-infixing present (73x active, 46x mediopassive); future:
asigmatic future (7x active, 1x mediopassive); aorist: thematic aorist (356x active, 22x mediopassive), root aorist
(37x passive).
13
With her paper she rejects the suggestion of de Boel (1986, 1987, 1988) to separate both constructions.
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(15)Tlhpoßlemow d' aära mhro?n aöristero?n eägxei makrvqi
beblhßkein,
‚And Tlepolemos hit upon the left thigh [of Sarpedon] with his long
spear, ...‘ (E 660-661)
Concrete-martial meaning of baßllv2 ‚hit‘ is also attested for the active present stem (tvqi d' eöpetocaßnto
kaßrh komoßvntew §Axaioiß | iöoiqsißn te tituskoßmenoi laßessiß t' eäballon G 79-80) and for the active
thematic aorist Mhrioßnh, taßxa keßn se kai? oörxhsthßn per eöoßnta | eägxow eömo?n kateßpause diampereßw,
eiä s' eäbaloßn per P 617-618).

II.2.

Mediopassive perfect stem

The mediopassive perfect stem, on the other hand, has a larger scale of usage than the active
one.
(I)

The perfect stem beblh- is attested with a concrete-martial meaning of baßllv2 ‚hit‘.
It is obviously used as a passive:
(16)beßblhtai de? kai? Euörußpulow kata? mhro?n oöistvqi:
‚Eurypylos is hit too, with an arrow in the thigh.‘
(L 662, P 27)

Concrete-martial meaning of baßllv2 ‚hit‘ in passive usage is also attested for the present participles (tvqn de?
taßx' aömfi? pußlaw oÄmadow kai? douqpow oörvßrei | pußrgvn ballomeßnvn: I 573-574) and for the root aorist
[blhqto ga?r ouä ti kaßkistow aönh?r meta? Murmidoßnessin (P 570)].

(J) The perfect stem beblh- is further attested with the meaning of baßllv1 ‚throw‘ with the
accusative of ‚missile‘ and a local specification. It is used in a transferred but still concrete
way:
(17)
eänj' eöni? peßploi
leptoi? eöußnnhtoi beblhßato, eärga gunaikvqn.
‚... and to them [to the seats] were thrown robes of soft fabric,
cunningly woven, the handiwork of women.‘ (h 96-97)
The passive meaning of these difficult examples can be shown by active examples like the
following:
(18) eän te jroßnoiw euöpoihßtoisi taßphtaw
baßllete porfureßouw:
‚... and on the shapely chairs
throw coverlets of purple!‘ (u 150-151)
Transferred-concrete meaning in passive usage appears only in the mediopassive perfect stem of baßllv1
‚throw‘. Active usage of baßllv1 is attested for the active present stem [cf. (18)] and for the thematic aorist
forms (aömfi? de? possi? peßdaw eäbale xruseißaw N 36).

(K) A second mediopassive perfect stem is attested in bebolh-. All records display a
metaphorical meaning of baßllv2 ‚hit‘, i.e. human hQtor or khqr are affected by peßnjei or
aäxei, cf. Strunk (1976: 392):
(19)peßnjei d' aötlhßtvi bebolhßato paßntew aäristoi.
9

‚And with grief intolerable were all noblest stricken.‘ (I 3)
bebolh- seems to be semantically restricted to the psychological depression after a
misfortune. Apart from the undoubtable passive function, an additional meaning seems to be
triggered by the middle function, which the mediopassive endings are also able to express (cf.
I.1.and I.2.). A higher level of subject relevance is obvious in these cases.
Metaphorical-abstract meaning of baßllv2 ‚hit‘ in passive usage is unique in the mediopassive perfect stem.
Within the other temporal stems a metaphorical-abstract meaning is only attested for baßllv1 ‚throw‘. Active
usage can be found in the active present stem (aöllaß moi aiögißoxow Kronißdhw Zeu?w aälge' eädvken | oÄw me
met' aöprhßktouw eäridaw kai? neißkea baßllei B 375-376). Reflexive usage (never attested in the perfect stem
of any of the analyzed verbs) is expressed by the finite forms of the mediopassive present stem (vQ poßpoi, hQ rÖa
kai? aälloi eöuknhßmidew §Axaioi | eön jumvqi baßllontai eömoi xoßlon C 49-50) and the mediopassive
forms of the thematic aorist (vÜw eäfat', auöta?r eögv? peri? me?n cißfow aörguroßhlon | vämoiin baloßmhn, meßga
xaßlkeon, aömfi? de? toßca: k 261-262).

pres.

act.

mid.

meaning: ‚throw‘
a) concrete
b) transferred-concrete
c) metaphorical-abstract

meaning: ‚throw‘ (rfl.)
metaphorical-abstract
→ finite forms

meaning: ‚hit‘
concrete-martial
them.
aor.

meaning: ‚throw‘
a) concrete
b) transferred-concrete
meaning: ‚hit‘
concrete-martial

root
aor.

pass.

meaning: ‚hit‘ (pass.)
concrete-martial
→ participles
meaning: ‚throw‘ (rfl.)
a) transferred-concrete
b) metaphorical-abstract

meaning: ‚hit‘ (pass.)
concrete-martial

perf.

meaning: ‚hit‘
concrete-martial
cf. (14), (15)

mean.:‚throw‘ (pass.)
transferredconcrete, cf. (17)
meaning:‚hit‘(pass.)
a) concrete-martial
[beblh-], cf. (16)
b) metaphorical-abstract
[bebolh-], cf. (19)

fig.9
As figure 9 illustrates, the mediopassive perfect stem has a much wider range of usage than
the active perfect stem: with two different perfect stems the mediopassive perfect stem can
express different semantics. In contrast to the active perfect stem, attested only in the
concrete-martial usage of baßllv2 ‚hit‘, the mediopassive perfect stem functions as a kind of
semantic reservoir for meanings that in the other temporal stems are restricted to certain
inflectional forms:
•

The passive of the concrete-martial usage of baßllv2 ‚hit‘ (apart from perfect stem
attestation, cf. (16)) is restricted to the present participle and the root aorist.
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•

•

The meaning of baßllv1 ‚throw‘ in the transferred-concrete usage (apart from perfect
stem attestation, cf. (17)) is limited to the active finite present stem forms and the thematic
aorist.
baßllv1 ‚throw‘ in its metaphorical-abstract usage occurs (besides the attestation of the
perfect stem bebolh-) only in the active present stem and in the middle forms of the
present and aorist stems with reflexive meaning, which is never attested for the perfect
stem.

§3

Conclusion

The functions of the mediopassive perfect stem forms, as seen in the case of the lexems dealt
with above, can be summarized as follows:
1. The communis opinio that mediopassive forms of middle content express a higher level of
subject relevance/affectedness can be confirmed for the mediopassive perfect stem in
contrast to the active perfect stem.14
cf. memhßlei vs. meßmbleto:
(5), (6), (7)
(12), (13)
oörvßrei vs. oörvßretai:
In these cases, a certain affinity to the dative was found. This fact that has already been
mentioned by Bechert (1964) should be further examined. The low grade of transitivity of
the mediopassive perfect forms with middle content seems to be connected with it.15
cf. memhßlei vs. meßmbleto:
(5), (6), (7)
oörvßrei vs. oörvßretai:
(12), (13)
2. In addition, an obvious tendency of the mediopassive perfect to encode a metaphorical
meaning has been stated. This tendency can be confirmed by other investigated verbs as
well as by verb 3 of this paper, as well as by other verbs.16
cf. beblhßkei vs. beßblhtai:
(19)
3. Finally, the mediopassive perfect stem functions as some kind of semantic reservoir. As
stated for 2. above, it might be explained by the secondary entry of the mediopassive
endings into the perfect stem. The younger set of endings offered the possibility to express
new semantic facets that other temporal stems were not able to express.17
cf. beblhßkei vs. beßblhtai: (16), (17), (19)
The question, whether this thesis can be confirmed by other perfect stem forms in the
Homeric epics which are attested only with active or only with mediopassive endings,
demands further research. It is to be hoped that this paper has shown the necessity of a careful

14

also:
also:
16
also:
17
also:
15

eäoika vs. häikto, tetihoßtew vs. tetihmeßnow, pefeußgoi vs. pefugmeßnow
eäoika vs. häikto, teteuxvßw vs. teßtuktai
bebrvkvßw vs. bebrvßsetai, eödhdvßw vs. eödhßdotai, kekorhoßte vs. kekorhßmeja
teteuxvßw vs. teßtuktai
11

analysis, because the meaning of each verb is a combination of root meaning, temporal stem
meaning and the meaning of voice, but the ultimate result cannot be predicted.
Note: Worth mentioning is the book of Rutger J. Allan ‚The Middle Voice in Ancient Greek. A Study in
Polysemy‘. Published in Amsterdam in 2003, it unfortunately was not possible to incorporate it.
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